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Abstract
One of the most prominent problems in computer processing of the Chinese
language is identification of the words in a sentence. Since there are no blanks to mark
word boundaries, identifying words is difficult because of segmentation ambiguities
and occurrences of out-of-vocabulary words (i.e., unknown words). In this paper, a
corpus-based learning method is proposed which derives sets of syntactic rules that are
applied to distinguish monosyllabic WOrds from monosyllabic morphemes which may
be parts of unknown words or typographical errors. The corpus-base~rlearning
approach has the advantages of: 1. automatic rule learning, 2. automatic evaluation of
the performance of each rule, and 3. balancing of recall and precision rates through'
dynamic rule set selection. The experimental results show that the rule set.derived
using the proposed method outperformed hand-crafted

r~les

produced by human

experts in detecting unknown words.

1. Introduction
One of the most prominent problems in computer processing of Chinese languag~ is the
identification of the words in a sentence. There are no blanks to mark word boundaries in
TAO

Chinese text. As a result, identifying words is difficult because of segmentation ambiguities and occurrences of out-of-vocabulary words (i.e., unknown words). For instance,
in (1), the proper name .£~1t;1 'Wang, Ying-Xiong' is a typical example of an unknown
word, and it has ambiguous segmentation of

x

'king' ~1t;1 'hero'. Another example in

(1) -E1~*~~ 'university student in Taiwan' also has ambiguous segmentations of
-E1~ 'Taiwan' *~~ 'university student', -E1~*~ 'National Taiwan University'
~

'give birth to' .and

-E1'l:

.

'Taiwan' *~ 'university' ~ 'give birth to' etc.:

(1) .£~1t;I~-@~~i¥J-E1'l:*~~

~
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'Ying-Xiong Wang is a typical university student in Taiwan."
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